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Abstract.

Focussed aircraft

measurements

have been carried

out over the eastern

North Atlantic to searchfor signals of air traffic emissionsin the flight corridor
region. Observationsinclude NO, NO2, HNO3, SO2, 03, H20, total condensation
nuclei(CN), and meteorological
parameters.A flight pattern with constant-altitude
north-south legs acrossthe major North Atlantic air traffic tracks was flown.
Signaturesof air traffic emissionswere clearly detectedfor NO•, SO2, and CN with

peakconcentrations
of 2 ppbv,0.25 ppbv,and 500 cm-3, respectively,
exceeding
backgroundvaluesby factorsof 30 (NO•), 5 (SO2), and 3 (CN). The observedNO•,
SO2, and CN peaks were attributed to aircraft plumes based on radar observations
of the sourceair traffic and wind measurements. Major aircraft exhaust signatures
are due to relatively fresh emissions,i.e., superpositionsof 2 to 5 plumes with ages
of about 15 min to 3 hs. The observedplume peak concentrationsof NO• compare
fairly well with concentrationscomputed with a Gaussian plume model using
horizontal and vertical diffusivities as obtained by recent large-eddy sixnulations,
measured vertical wind shear, and the corridor air traffic information. For the

majoremission
signatures
a meanCN/NO• abundance
ratio of 300 cm-appbv
-1
wasmeasured
corresponding
to an emission
index(EI) of about101•particlesper
1 kg fuel burnt. This is higher than the expected soot particle EI of modern widebodied aircraft. For the most prominent plumes no increaseof HNO3 concentrations
exceedingvariations of backgroundvalues was observed. This indicates that only a
small fraction of the emitted NO• is oxidized in the plumes within a timescale of
about

3 hs for the conditions

of the measurements.

1. Introduction

abundance
level[EhhaltandRohrer,1995]andthusalso

Emissions from air traffic in heavily used corridors
may cause perturbations of the composition and radiative properties of the upper troposphere and lower

on the dispersion and mixing processesof highly concentrated exhaust plumes in the corridors. Part of the
sulfur in aviation

fuel is oxidized

to sulfuric

acid in the

stratosphere[e.g.,Schumann,1994; WMO, 1995]. Jet

engine and exhaust jet which in turn nucleates with

Emitted NOx leadsto formation of ozone (03) at altitudes around the tropopause[Johnsonet al., 1992;
Beck et al., 1992; Brasseuret al., 1996]. Becauseof
nonlinear chemistry the 03 formation efficiency from
additional NO• input is dependenton the existing NO•

1995].Emitted sootparticlesmaybe partly activatedin
the exhaustplume to cloudcondensation
nuclei (CN),

[Reinerand
engineexhaust that may alter the ambient atmosphere watervapor,generatingadditionalaerosols
Arnold,
1993,
1994;
Miake-Lye
et
al.,
1994;
Frenzel and
includes,amongothercomponents,
nitrogenoxides(NOx
Arnold,
1994;
KSrcher
et
al.,
1995;
Zhao
and Turco,
= NO + NO2), sulfur-containingspecies,and soot.
which influence the formation and radiative properties

of clouds[Schumannet al., 1996].
Emissions from individual jet aircraft at cruise alti-

tude have been measuredfor subsonic[Arnold et al.,

1992; Fahey et al., 1995b; $chulte and $chlager, 1996;
lInstitut
fiJrPhysik
derAtmosphfire,
Deutsche
Forschungsanstalt
Schumann
et al., 1996; Whitefieldet al., 1996] and sufor Luft- und Raumfahrt,Oberpfaffenhofen,
Germany.
personic
[Fahey
et al., 1995a]aircraft. However,it has
2Bereich
Atmosphfirenphysik,
Max-Planck-Institut
for Kernphysik,Heidelberg,Germany.

been difficult to detect aircraft emission signatures in

3Laboratory
for CloudandAerosolSciences,
University
of air traffic corridors. Numerical simulations using a
Missouri

at Rolla.

Gaussian plume model predict a very inhomogeneous

4Laboratoire
deMSt5orologie
Dynamique,
EcolePolytechnique,
("spotty") concentrationfield in a major flight corridor

Palaiseau, France.

Copyright1997 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

due to air traffic emissions[Schumannand Konopka,
1994]. In airbornemeasurements
within the North At-

Papernumber96JD03748.

lantic flight corridor at times and regionswith relatively
little traffic a few NO plumes from aircraft have been

0148-0227/97/96JD-03748509.00

detected[$chlageret al., 1994]and analyzedwith re10,739

10,740
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spect to lateral and vertical spreading for timescales

from 5 to 90 min [Schumannet al., 1995]. An analysis of DC-8 data obtained during the secondAirborne
Arctic StratasphericExpeditionhasrevealeda few Nay

•-370

(totalreactive
nitrogen)
spikes
thatwereattributed
to
air traffic plumes based on correspondingCO2 spikes

[Zhenget al., 1994].

Radar

In this study we investigate signatures of aircraft

observation

Falcon
meosurements

emissions
(NOxandSO2,particles)
above
ambient
backgroundconcentrationsresultingfrom peak traffic condi-

tionsin theNorthAtlanticflightcorridor.
In November
1994, researchflights were made over the eastern North
Atlantic as part of the Pollution From Aircraft Emis-
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project. Here observationsof one mission are reported
Figure 1. Flow of eastbound traffic acrossthe northwhere the researchaircraft was flying perpendicularto southmeasuringtrack along 12øW at flight level 37,000
the major corridor tracks during the main eastbound feet (11.3km) andtime periodsof radar recordings
and
traffic flow. The measured NOx concentration field is
compared with simulations obtained with a plume dis-

airborne

observations.

persionmodel using collectedair traffic data and wind
levels, aircraft types, and actual Mach numbers. In ad-

measurements.

dition, the completedata of air traffic operatingin the
2. Measurement

radio-controlled

Details

Shanwick Oceanic Area between 15øW

and 30øW were collectedfor the entire measuringday.
The DeutscheForschungsanstaltffir Luft- und RaumFigure I showsthe traffic flow acrossthe measuring
fahrt (DLR) "Falcon"researchaircraftwasusedassam- track at 37,000 feet and 12øW during the eastbound
pling platform. This twin-enginejet aircraft has a cruise traffic hours on November 6, 1994, between 50øand
airspeedof about180m s-•. It reacheswellthe typical 54øN. Also indicated are the time periods of radar obcruisingflight levelsusedby airliners crossingthe North servationsand Falcon measurements. For comparison,
Atlantic. Falcon measurementsto be reported in this the total eastbound traffic before the end of Falcon meastudy were performed on November 6, 1994, between surementsincludes 43 and 198 aircraft at 37,000 feet
0730 and 0900 UTC based from Shannon Airport, Ire- and at all corridor flight levels,respectively.Thus the

land.

radar records cover nearly the complete air traffic at
37,000feet beforeand during the measuringflight.

2.1. Sampling Strategy

The measuringday was selectedon the basisof forecasted back trajectories ending in the measuring area
and other meteorological informations which indicate
that air traffic signatureswill not be maskedby strong
variations of trace gas abundancesdue to fast vertical transport of polluted air from the boundary layer or
lightning. To obtain most pronouncedair traffic signals,
a measuringarea was chosenwhere the major air traffic routesof the organizedNorth Atlantic track system
has been fixed for November6, 1994, (between50øand
54øN), and a measuringtime closeto the predictedpeak
eastbound

traffic

flow.

The flight pattern included three north-south crossings of the main traffic tracks, all along 12øW at the
most frequently usedflight level for eastboundair traffic (37,000 feet, about 11.3 km). The Falconoperated
under radar control

within

the Shannon

air traffic

con-

trol area for safety reasons. Beginning 2 hours prior to
the measuringflight and continuingduring the measurements, information on the air traffic passingthe Falcon
legs were recorded from the radar observationsat the
Air Traffic Control Center of Shannon, including the
aircraft movements between 6øW and 15øW, cruising

2.2.

Instrumentation

Simultaneousmeasurementsof NO, NOs, 03, HsO,
HNO3, SOs, CN, and meteorologicalparameterswere
performedfrom the Falconfor this study.
The NO and NOs instruments, operated by DLR,
useconventionalNo/a3 chemiluminescence
technique
including a zero volume upstream of the reaction vessel
[Fontijin et al., 1970; Ridley and Howlerr,1974;Kley
and McFarland,1980]. Samplingfor the NOx detectors
was made through a singleTeflon tube from outsidethe
aircraft boundarylayer. In the aircraft cabinthe sample
air was split into NO and NOs channels at a constant
pressureof 80 hPa independent of the aircraft measur-

ing altitude by pumping excesssample air through a
pressure-controlled valve. In the NOs channel the air

samplewas irradiated with broadbandUV light (320400 nm) usinga 500-W high-pressure
Xenon arc lamp
for partial photodissociation
of NOs to NO [Kley and
McFarland,1980]. The sampleair massflow waskept

constant
at 3 L min-• (STP) for eachinstrument
channel. The photolysischamberwas Peltier-cooledto keep
its temperature below 15øC for minimizing thermal dis-
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sociation of other reactive nitrogen species. To obtain
a high spatial resolutionof the measurements,a short
sampleair residencetime in the photolysischamberof 2
s waschosen,taking into accounta photolytic efficiency
of only 0.35.
During the flight, both chemiluminescentdetectors
were operated in modesfor measure,zero, and calibrate
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SIGNATURES
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[Hagenet al., 1993; WhitefieldandHagen,1995].Vola-

tile and nonvolatile particles were sampled through an
unheated inlet line and exposedto a supersaturatedbutanol vapor which condenseson the particles,leadingto
sizesthat can be optically detected. Particles in the diameter range from about 7 nm to 1.0 •umwere counted.
The latter limit is due to particle lossby impaction on
(sensitivityand baselinedetermination). In addition, walls of the inlet line. Precision and accuracy of the
prefiight and postflightcalibrationsincludedchecksof instrument are 10% and 20%, respectively.
the photolytic ef[iciencyusing NO2 calibration air genMeteorological data were provided by DLR. Tempererated from a NO standard by titration with 03. The ature was measured on board the Falcon using Roseoverall uncertainty of NO measurementsis 10% and mount Pt100 and Pt500 probes with an accuracy of 0.5
20% for concentration levels of about 1.0 ppbv and 0.1 K. Static pressure was measured using a Rosemount
ppbv, respectively.The accuracyof the NO2 measure- 1201F1 transducer with an accuracy of I hPa. Wind
ments is 30% and 50% for levels of about 1.0 ppbv and was determined with a five-hole probe at the tip of a
0.2 ppbv,respectively,and NO•/NO ratios around1.
nose boom and an inertial navigation system with an
Ozone was measured using an UV absorption pho- accuracy
of 1.5 ms-• for the horizontalwind lBSgel
tometer operated by DLR. In this probe, sample air and Baumann,1991].

is passedthrough an absorptionchamber(cell length,
300 mm; inner diameter, 5 mm) that is irradiated by a
temperature-controlledmercury lamp. Detection of the
transmittedlight is made by a siliconphotodiode. After
each 1-s interval the sample air is periodically scrubbed
of ozone. Thereby the instrument cycledthrough a referenceand measuringmode with a time resolution of
2 s. The instrument pump was operated at a constant

3. Experimental
3.1.

Corridor

Results

Observations

Figure 2 showstime series of various measured pa-

rametersat three successive
constant-altitudelegs (A,
B, and C) made at 11.3 km along 12øW while the Falpumpingspeedof about3 L min-• (STP). The sensi- con was flying back and forth, from north to south,
tivity of the instrument was checkedbefore and after perpendicular to the main flight corridor. The observations were made between 073940 and 091319 UTC
each flight using ground-basedozone standards. The
accuracyof the instrumentis 5% or 3 ppbv, depending (27,580 s and 33,199 s). The time of sunriseis also
on which value is larger.
marked in Figure 2. The measuring altitude was near
Water vapor was measured by a frost-point hygrom- the tropopause. The southern part of the flight legs
eter built and operated by the Laboratoire de M•t•oro-

was within the troposphere, the northern part within

logie Dynamique(LMD) [Ovarlez,1991; Ovarlez and the stratosphere. This can be clearly seen from the
Ovarlez,1994]. With this instrumentthe onsetof wa- measured horizontal distribution of the 03, H20, and
ter vapor sublimation on a metal mirror is detected
optically. The mirror temperature is controlled using
cryogeniccooling. The accuracyof the determination
of H•O volumemixing ratios is 5%.
HNO3 and SO• were continuously measured using a
chemical ionization mass spectrometer developed and
operated by the Max-Planck-Institut ffir Kernphysik

HNO3 mixing ratios. The relative humidity with respectto ice did not exceed70%, in agreementwith the
fact that no persistent contrails were observed. The
wind came mainly from westerly directions, with wind

speedvaryingbetweenabout30 ms-• at the northern
part and near zero at the southern part of the flight legs.

Figure 2 presents5-s data for NO, NOc (=NO -• 0.35
(MPI-K) [Arnold and Hauck, 1985;Arnold and Knop, NO•), and CN; 10-s data for O3 and H•O; 12-s data
1987;MShler et al., 1993]. In this measuringsystem, for HNO3 and SO•; and 1-s data for the meteorological

ambientair is sampledthrough an ion-flow tube reactor
into which are injected reactant ions formed in an ion
source.Determination of gaseousHNO3 and SO• builds
on selective ion-molecule

reactions with known rate co-

parameters.

Simultaneous sharp spikes in NO and NOc concentrations were observed along all measuring legs with
peak mixing ratios up to 1.3 ppbv for the integration
time used. In between, low background mixing ratios

ef[icients and requires the measurement of the correspondingproduction and reaction ratio with the mass were found (50 pptv for NO). Note that the peak conspectrometer and the ions residencetime in the flow centrations in short-range spikes are smaller for N Oc
tube. A cryogenically
pumped(liquidneon)quadrupole compared to NO. This is due to the longer residence
mass spectrometer is used for ion mass analysis. Pre- time of the sample air in the NOc channelincluding the
cisionand accuracyof the techniqueare 20% and 40%, photolysiscell. Determination of N O• from short-term
varying NO and NOc data requires peak integration.
respectively.
Total condensation nuclei were measured with a CN
The time spans of the sharp NO and NOc variations
counterthat is part of the Mobile AerosolSampling Sys- range from 8 s to 32 s, correspondingto horizontal dis-

tem (MASS) of the Universityof Missouri-Rolla(UMR)

tances of 1.5 km to 5.5 km.

10,742
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Figure 2. Timeseries
forNO, NOc(=NO + 0.35NO2),CN, SO2,O3,H20, HNO3,temperature,
windspeed,winddirection,
andlatitudemeasured
onNovember
6, 1994,duringcrossings
of the
majorair traffictracksin theNorthAtlanticflightcorridor.Observations
weremadealongnorthsouthorientedflightlegsat constant
longitude
of 12øWandconstant
pressure
altitudeof 37,000
feet(11.3km). Notethat peakconcentrations
in NOcspikes
aremorestrongly
attenuated
than
thosein NO spikesowingto a longerresidence
time of the sampleair in the NO2 instrument.
Coincidentsharpincreasesof CN concentrationswere tions of CN number densities were observed which are
foundfor manyNO and NO½spikes.For onemajor NO in most casesnot correlatedwith correspondingNO and
and NOc peak, a simultaneousSO2 peak was clearly NOc variations. These CN variations might be due to
detected. Corresponding
small-scalevariationsfor Os a layeredstructureof the CN distributionwhich is oc-

in the lowermost
stratosphere
[e.g.,
and H20, which shouldoccurif the NO, NOc, SO2, casionallyobserved
Wilson
et
al.,
1991].
and CN peaksare due to small-scale
displacements
of
constantmixingratio surfacesrelativeto the flight legs
at constantpressurealtitude were not observed.This
indicatesfresh NO•, SO2 and CN emissions.
In the stratosphericpart of leg B and leg C between

3.2. Attribution

of Spikes to Air Traffic

In order to trace the observed coincident NO, NOc,

the exabout 31,000 s and 32,000 s, strongsmall-scalevaria- S02, and CN peaksbackto air traffic emissions,
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measuringleg B and (right) N-S leg C shownin Figure 2 together with calculatedplume air
parcel trajectories ending at predicted Falcon intersectionpositions. The arrows are labeled with
numbersindicatingthe sourceaircraft type (1; B-747, 2; B-757, 3; B-767, 4; EA-31, 5; MD-11).

pected positionsof aged aircraft exhaust plumes along
the

Falcon

air traitic

track

were

determined

from

data and the wind measurements

the

collected

aboard

the

Falcon. The advection of the individual plumes was

The predictedplume intersectionpositionsalong the
two successiveFalcon legs acrossthe flight corridor correspondfairly well to the positionsof the observedNOc,
NO and CN peaks within the uncertainty for the calculated plume positions. The accuracy of the assumed

calculated using a constant horizontal wind direction
and speedas measuredat the crossingpoint of the Fal- meanhorizontalwindspeedis :l:5ms-i , resultingin an
con with the sourceaircraft tracksalong 12øW (seeap- uncertainty for the predicted plume position of about
pendix). The Falconwind data were smoothedby 30-s :t:0.25øwith respect to latitude for a plume travel time
of 2 hours. The comparisonreveals that in most cases,
averagingfor this purpose.
The predicted plume intersection points for the mea- measuredpeaks are due to superpositionsof several airsuring legsB and C acrossthe flight corridor are shown craft plumes having ages between about 15 min and 3
in Figure 3. The bottom panel depicts the track of hours.
the Falcon in north-south direction versus time along
constant latitude and altitude of 12øW and 11.3 km, 3.3. Abundance Ratio of Emission Species in
Plumes
respectively. The arrows show the trajectories of exhaust plume air parcels which should be intersected by
The partitioning of NO2 and NO observed in the
the Falcon at the positionsof the arrowheadsalong leg multiple plumes was examined for the most prominent
B (flight directionS-N) and leg C (flight directionN-S). peaks, labeled I through 6 in Figure 2. Details on the
Differencesin the positions of the arrowheads and tail measurementsin these plumes are given in Table 1.
ends correspond to the latitudinal displacements and
The NO2/NO ratios in the individual plumeswere
ages of the plume air parcel, respectively. Displace- determinedfrom the NOc and NO integralsabovebackments in north-south direction are moderate owing to ground valuesin the spikesand the measuredefficiency
prevailingwesterlywinds. The arrows are labeled with of the photolysissystem(f = 0.35) duringthe preflight
numbersindicating the sourceaircraft type (1; B-747, and postflightcalibrations.The NO•/NO obtainedare

2; B-757, 3; B-767, 4; EA-31, 5; MD-11). The top three
panels in Figure 3 show the measured NOc, NO, and
CN concentrationsalong leg B and leg C.

also listed in Table

1.

In Figure 4 these values are compared with calcu-

lated NO2/NO ratiosassuminga photochemical
steady

10,744
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Table 1. Observations in Major Plumes
Plume

I

2

3

4

5

6

080515
50.85
12.0
217.0
213.9
4.0

081452
50.81
12.0
217.5
213.9
10.7

081528
50.87
12.0
217.0
213.9
10.0

081713
51.04
12.0
217.5
214.4
8.9

082648
51.97
12.0
217.3
215.5
9.7

090208
51.83
12.0
217.4
215.5
19.4

ANOn./ANO,ppbvppbv-•

1.65

0.635

0.56

0.245

0.48

0.2

ANOx, ppbvs

10.6

17.5

15.6

11.1

14.4

23.3

5300

5880

6252

5342

301

375

434

229
0.13

Time, UTC
Latitude, øW
Longitude,øN
p, hPa
T, K
ANO, ppbvs

ACN, cm-as
ASO•., ppbvs

4.1

ACN/ANOx,cm-3ppbv
-•
ASO•./ANO•ppbvppbv-•

Blank entries denote caseswhere plume concentrationsare not clearly distinguishablefrom background variations. A
denotesthe peak integral of the associatedemissionspecies.

steadystate NO2/NO ratiosagree,indicatingthat pri-

state betweendaytime NO2 and NO accordingto

mary NO emitted by aircraft had approached already

[NOel k[O]
=
[NO]
jNO•

(1)

where brackets denote concentrations, k is the temperature-dependentreaction rate constant of Os with
NO, and jNO2 is the photodissociation
coefficientfor
NO2. The concentration of Os is taken from the mea-

surements,k is from Atkinsonet al. [1992],and jNO2
is calculated by the radiative transfer model of Rug-

gaberet al. [1994].The reactionsof NO with HO• and
C10 are omitted here, as they account for a negligible
NO conversion to NO• for the conditions of the Falcon

flight. Individual uncertaintiesfor [Os], k, and jNO•
are 10%, 40% and 30%, respectively. The measured

NO•/NO ratios have an uncertaintyof 30%. Within
combined

uncertainties

the

2.0

ß

measured

and

calculated

Falconmeasurements

the steadystateNO2/NO ratio in the measuredplumes.
The estimated times required to reach the steady state
ratio for the conditions of the individual plumes are
approximately given by 3 times the time constant of

1/(jNO• q-k[O3]), i.e., 26 min for plume 1 and 8 min
for plume 6. As shownin Figure 3 the smallestplume
age (15 min) is calculatedfor a plume positionednear
the observed peak 5. This time is comparable to the
expected time necessaryto reach the steady state ratio
for this peak (17 min).
The integrated CN abundancesof plumes2, 3, 5, and
6 are alsolisted in Table I together with the corresponding CN/NO• ratios. The CN peaksof plumesI and 4
cannot be clearly distinguishedfrom the background.
For the considered
plumesan averageCN/NO• ratio of

335cm-Sppbv
-• is obtainedwith a standarddeviation
of 70 cm-Sppbv
-•. With the meanNO• emission
index
of 16.5g per I kg fuel (seebelow)for the sourceaircraft
of the observedmultiple plumes, a mean CN emission

-

index

O Steady-statecalculation

of

1

1.6

-

1.2

2

0.6 t

0.4
0.0

0.000

-

5

I

0.001

I

0.002

_
I

0.003

jNO2 (l/s)

I

0.004

I

0.005

'

0.006

m10•6particles
EI[CN][CN]/[NO•]
EI[NO•]Mair
kg fuel
PairMN02
is obtained, where Pair,Mair, and MN02 denotethe air
density and molar massesof air and NO2, respectively.
For comparison, one can estimate the emissionindex of soot (as total emittedparticlesper lkg fuel) by
consideringthe typical range of soot emissionindices

for modernengines
of 0.01 < EI[soot]< 0.1 gkg-•,
Psoot
- 1.5 gcm-s, and assuming
a meandiameterfor
soot particles of 30 nm. The obtained range for the

indexis 4.7x10TM< El[soot]< 4.7x1015
Figure 4. Comparison of measurementsand steady sootemission
particles
per
1
kg fuel.
state predictionsfor the NO•/NO abundanceratios in
Consequently,
the inferred particle emission index
exhaustplumesshownin Figure 2. NO2/NO ratiosare
plotted versuscalculatedphotodissociation
coefficients. from the measurements is about a factor of 2 to 20
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higher than calculated soot emissionindices. This indicatesthat a large Ëaction of the measuredCN in the
moderately aged plumes are not soot particles but most
probably sulfuric acid aerosolsformed in the early jet
phase of the aircraft plumes. Earlier observationsin the
aged exhaust plume of the Concordesupersonicaircraft
in the lower stratosphererevealed similar ratios of total

suredNO and NOc signalsalsoallowsderivationof NO•
concentrationsfrom the measurementsfor comparison
with the model, which treats NO• as a passivetracer.

the inferred

the plume of a single airliner are representedby analytical solutionsof the atmosphericdiffusion equation.

4.1. Model Description
The Gaussian plume model used has been described

in detailby Konopka[1995]andSchumann
et al. [1995].
CN to nonvolatileCN [Faheyet al., 1995a];however, Briefly, the abundancesof various exhaust speciesin
values for the total

CN

emissions indices

are a factor of about 2 to 7 higher.
For plume 6 a SO2 signature was clearly detected.

These solutions are Gaussian functions which are valid

Peak integrationgivesan SO2/NO• abundanceratio of

for spatially linear wind profiles,spatially constant dif0.13. Thisyieldsan SO2emission
indexof 3 gkg-1 con- fusivities, and linear chemical reactions. In addition,
sidering
the meanEI[NO•] of 16.5gkg-1 for the source all parametersof this model can dependstep wisely on

air traffic. The obtainedEI[SO2]is closeto the upper

time.

limit of the sulfur mass content allowed for standard

from linear superposition of such solutions for a mul-

avi-

The concentration

fields in the corridor

result

ation keroseneof 0.3% by mass(correspondingto 6 g titude of plumeswith different ages,sourcestrengths,
SO2per lkg fuel). The actualsulfurmasscontentvaries and spatial origins accordingto the distribution of the
strongly dependingon the sourcerefinery, with average traffic.
valuesof 0.05% by mass[Schumann,1996]. Consider- With this approach,the NO• concentration
py along
ing this value,the meanEI[NO•] of 16.5 gkg-1, and the Falcon track f for a singleplume is written as
the observedNO• peak concentrationsof I to 2 ppbv,
an expected SO2 enhancementof 40 to 80 pptv is calculated for the major NO• plume signatures. Such SO2
increasesare hardly distinguishablefrom the observed
variations of the SO2 backgroundconcentrationsin the
12-s SO2 data of about 100 pptv.
Enhancements of the HNO3 concentrations were not

pf(y, t) -- A(t)T(y, 0, •f (t)),

(2)

with
c

:=

sin -/

-as(t) (4)
era(t)
'- •f(t)'-•rv(t)•h(t)

•v(t) sin27
detectable for the major plumes i to 6. Considering
the variationsin the high-resolution(12 s) HNO3 data and the one-dimensionalGaussianfunction T defined
of about 50 pptv with respect to 1-min mean values by
as an upper limit for HNOs formed in the plumes, less
than about 10% of the NO2 in the plumes has been
'
(5)
oxidized to HNOs during the plume dispersion time
span of 0.5 to 3 hs for the measuringconditionsin ac- where • and cr denote the centtold and the standard
cordance with model simulations of Karol and Ozolin
deviation of •o. Here y is the horizontal spacecoordi[1994].This observation
is alsoin accordance
with ear- nate alongthe track of the Falconrelative to the plume
lier measurements
of the NOy speciationin plumesof centroid,and t is the effectiveplume age (i.e., relative

•(x,•
•)-(2•r•2)-l/2exp
[ (x-•)2]

subsonic[Arnoldet al., 1992;Zhenget al., 1994;Fahey to the beginningof the diffusionregime). The quantiandthe
et al., 1995b]and supersonic
[Faheyet al., 1995a]air- tiesA and cri givethe integratedconcentration
peakprofilepi,
craft which indicates that the HNOs fraction is small standarddeviationof the concentration
(_• 10%of NOy) in exhaustplumesa few minutesafter respectively.Furthermore,? denotesthe angle, h is the
distance between the main axis of the plume and the
Falcon track, and c is the total mass of emitted NO•

emission.

4. Comparison With

Plume Model

In order to compare the measured NO• increases
along the corridor measuring legs with expected NO•
enhancementsdue to the spreadingexhaust plumes of
the observedair traffic in the investigation area, we
have performednumerical simulationsusing a Gaussian
plume model. Because of the uncertainty in the predictedplume positionsalongthe Falcontrack (about q-

per unit length along the flight path (in kilogram per
meter).
The time-dependent functions 3v, •h and 3• describe

the (Gaussian)dynamicsof the plume, and under some
assumptions,thesequantitiescan be expressedin terms

of the atmospheric
parameters[Konopka,1995]. For
this study we proceededin the followingway: First,
the plume dispersionphasewas divided into N steps
to ( tl ( ... ( t•v - t in which all parameters of dis-

0.25ø),the measuredfinestructureof the multiplepeaks persion are approximately constant. In particular, we
cannot be describedwith the plume model. However, assumedthat during each time step i - 1,... ,N, the
useful comparisonscan be made between suitable inte- plume gets distorted by the wind shear si perpendicugrated measuring data and model results of the NO•
distribution. An appropriate integration of the mea-

lar to the plume axis and turbulent diffusion with an
anisotropic, positive definite diffusivity tensor in terms
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of horizontal, vertical, and skewed components
Dvi, and D si with

Ov,> o,

< o,Ov, .

mixing in the upper troposphere, the vertical width
of the plumes does not exceed about 200 m after 10

(6)

After N + I steps of dispersion,the functions
and &8 are given recursively by

(t) -

(t) 2

av(t) - av(t) -

a(t) -

(7)

2

0.VN,

EMISSION SIGNATURES

hours. Sincethe distancebetweentwo successive
flight
levels amounts to 600 m, the interaction between ex-

haust plumes released at different flight levels can be
neglectedfor the timescalesof severalhours considered
here. Consequently,only exhaust plumes emitted by
the air traffic cruising at the Falcon measuring flight
level of 37,000 feet as recorded from the radar screen
have to be included

with

in the simulations.

The four aircraft

passingthe Falcon track prior to the period observedby

radar are not considered(seeFigure 1).
The sourcestrength of NOx dependson the fuel consumptionc/ (in kilogramsper second)of the individual

0.2

aircraft-engine combination, the aircraft's ground speed

^

0'8i_{_
1

Vg(in metersper second),andon the emission
indexof

0.2
Vi+l

NOx for the actual cruisingconditions. For the aircraft
considered, the mean emission index amounts to 16.5

where

At := ti+l - ti,

i = 1,... , N-

g NO• per l kg fuel (F. Deidewig, personalcommunication, 1995). The fuel consumptionsat the cruising

1,

altitudes

for the

relevant

aircraft

were obtained

from

and 0.noand 0.voare horizontaland vertical standard Taylor [1976]and vary between2.8 (B-747) and 1.4
deviations at the beginning of the dispersionregime,
respectively.Furthermore, we assumed&so- 0.
4.2. Input

(EA-31) kgs-1. The meangroundspeedamountsto
240 ms-•. The sourcestrengthc is givenby

Parameters

c '-

The model requiresvariousinput parameters,someof
which are only known with a considerableuncertainty.
Simulations were done with a referenceset of most likely
input parameters and, in addition, for severalsetsof input parameters coveringthe rangesgiven in Table 2.
The most important input parameters include the diffusion coefficientsDv and Ds, the vertical wind shear,
and the effective emissionheight of the plumes relative

c/EI[NO•]
Vg

.

(10)

The Gaussianplume model is applied for the dispersion regime of the plumes, i.e., after the jet and vortex
phase. For a wide-bodied aircraft the vortex phase ends
after about 3 to 5 min. The correspondingvertical and

horizontalplume widths 0.voand 0.•oamount to 50 and
120 m, respectively[Schumannet al., 1995]. The positions of the plume centroids along the Falcon legs and
to the source aircraft.
the plume ageswere taken from the calculationsshown
The Brunt-V/•is/•l/• frequencyN and the vertical shear in Figure 3. In addition, we supposedthat the verti$ of the total wind speed were obtained from the wind cal deviation h of the plume centroid from the source
and temperature profiles measured during ascentsand traffic flight level (37,000feet) at the beginningof the
descents of the Falcon in the altitude range between diffusionregime is given by half the maximum vertical
10.8 and 11.8 km before and after the horizontal corridisplacementof the trailing vortex pair for the given
dor legs.
stratification,i.e., h - w•/2N, wherew• is the initial
The diffusion coefficients Dv and Da are determined downward velocity of the vortex pair. For a typical

from Diirbeckand Gerz [1995]. Due to weak vertical valuew• - 2 ms-1, oneobtainsh - 45 m.
Table 2. Input Parameters of the GaussianPlume Model
Input Parameter

ReferenceValues

Brunt-V/iis/il/i
frequency,
N, S--1
Verticaldiffusivity,
Dr, m2s-1

0.022

t < 13 min
t > 13 min

0.4
0.15

Horizontaldiffusivity,Dn, m2s-1

20.0

Skewed
diffusivity,
Ds, m2s-1
Vertical wind shear [s[

Range of Sensitivity Studies

0<Dr

<0.6

0.5(DvDh)1/2
0.005

o < Isl < 0.015

_Lto plumedirection,s-1
Vertical plume position h
relative to source aircraft, m

45

30 < h < 70
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tions show that the measured N O• structures can be

attributed to multiple exhaust plumes causedby a superposition of 2 to 5 individual plumes with ages between about

.
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15 min and 3 hours.

.

•.0

4.4. Plume Mixing
_
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,
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• • .... '

_.•..

,' ....
52.0

51.5

Iotitude (deg)

Lifetime

From the Gaussian plume model one may estimate
the typical mixing timescale, defined as the time after
which the maximum concentration of NO• in an exhaust plume causedby a single aircraft becomescomparable with typical variationsof NO• backgroundcon-

centrations.[NOx]max
is obtainedfromequations(2) to
(4), i.e.,

2.0

5

2

cMair

5

[NO•]max
- 2•PairM•o2
V/A(t)

1.5

(11)

with

szX(t)-

(t) -

(t)=,

(12)

s whereah(t), av(t), and a,(t) are giventhroughrelations (7) and (8). For a typical aircraft with EI[NO•]

- 16.5gkg-• andcf - 2.65kgs-•, the calculated
de-

.

0.0

I I

51.5

51.0

52.0

Iotitude (de9)

Figure 5. Comparison
of observed
NOx plumes(dotdashedlines)with simulationsusinga Gaussianplume
model,for legs(top) B and (bottom)C. The solidlines
showthe calculated NOx plumeswith a referenceset of
input parameters. The dashedregionsgive the range

obtainedwith the sensitivitystudies(modelresultsare
shiftedupward by I ppbv). The numbersgive the total number of aircraft which causethe multiple plumes.

Uncertainty in calculatedpositionsof the plume structures is 0.25 ø. The simulated NO• distribution was av-

eragedin the sameway as the experimentaldata.

4.3. Comparison of Multiple

creaseof the NO• peak concentration in the spreading
plume for referenceparametersgiven in Table 2 is shown
in Figure 6 for different valuesof s.
After about 5 to 10 hs, the peak NO• concentration in the plume is reduced to about 50 pptv, i.e., to
a value comparable to variations of NOx background
abundances in the upper troposphere. The related vertical and horizontal width of the plume amounts to
about 200 m and 20 km, respectively. Note that the
mixing times determinedhere shouldbe regardedas upper limits, since horizontal gradients of the wind field
which may enhancemixing were neglectedin the model.

10.0
f.........
,.........
,.........
,.........
,.........
,.........
,....

Plumes

Figure 5 presentsthe simulatedNO• increasesalong
the Falcon measuringlegs B and C for the reference
case(solid lines). Also shownis the calculatedrange
of variability caused by the uncertainty of the input
parameters(dashedregions).In addition,the number
of sourceaircraft which are responsiblefor the various
plume structures are given.

For comparison,the measuredNOs increasesare also
includedin Figure 5. The resultantNO and NOc peaks
were averagedover time, with a time step equal to 20
s. Largertime stepswereusedwhenthe integralvalues
of NOc were below 2 ppbvs to improve count statistics.

Finally, NOx weredeterminedfrom the averageNO and
Taking into accountthe uncertaintiesof the model
input parameters, the simulated and measured NOx
plume peak concentrationsand their positions along
the Falcon track correspondfairly well. The simula-

•

•.o

,,

......
"•:'.:-..::.. •...:
•-•.

0.1

_

.........
0

, .........
• 00

":::::::::::
..
• .........
,, ,';:•....... , .........
200

500

400

, .........
500

600

t (rnin)

Figure 6. Peak plume valuesof NO• versusplume age
calculated from the 6aussian plume model for different
values of s and D•. The solid, dot-dashed, and dotted

linesare calculatedwith s - 0, 0.005, and 0.015 s-1,
respectively. •he upper and lower parts of the double

linescorrespond
to Ds - (DvDh)z/2 andDs -0.
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Conclusions

EMISSION SIGNATURES

on synoptical situations favorable for accumulations of

corridor traffic emissions,e.g., a stagnant anticyclone
Signaturesof air traffic emissionshave been detected located in a major flight corridor. Such measurements
in the North Atlantic flight corridor during peak traf- have been performedrecently during a secondPOLL
fic hours for NO, NO2, SO2 and particles by aircraft NAT campaignover the North Atlantic.
measurements

across the main traffic

routes.

Peak con-

centrations in the exhaust plumes exceed background

levelsby factorsof 30 (NOx), 5 (SO•), and 3 (CN) for
the measuringconditions.
The source aircraft

were identified

from radar

obser-

vations. The emissionsmeasured at fixed flight level
were causedby 22 wide-body aircraft which passedthe
measurementleg of 400 km length at 12øW within 5
hours during or beforethe measurementperiod. Calculations of predicted plume intersection points along the
measuring tracks reveal that the measuredconcentration enhancementsfor NOx, SO•, and CN are mainly
due to aircraft emissionsin plumes with ages between
15 min and 3 hs. Hence the major observed peaks are
due to superpositionsof several relatively fresh plumes.
An analysisof the partitioning of NO and N O• in the
observed peaks showedthat primary emitted NO had

approachedalready the steady state NO•/NO ratios
as expected for the determined plume ages. Observed

Appendix: Calculation
Positions and Ages

of Plume

We considera measuringaircraft (Falcon) flying at
constantaltitude and an arbitrary airliner crossingthe
Falcon track at the same altitude.

In a two-dimensional

Cartesianapproximation(see Figure 7), the Falcon
and the airliner

tracks can be described as two time-

dependentstraightlinesrf(t) and ra(t). Here,the Falconfliesalongthe x2 axis. Furthermore,we assumecon-

stant,two-dimensional
velocities
of the Falcon[0,u2f],
the airliner[ua•,ua2],andthe wind [Uwl,uw2],respectively. The verticalcomponentof the wind is neglected.
The plumepositionrp at time t for a plumereleasedat
time to is given by

rp(t,
to)
- {Xpl(t,
to)
-X•l(t0)
+U•l(t
-to)(13)

x• (t, to) - x• (to) + •w• (t - to)
CN/NO• abundanceratiosin the major plumesreveala
meanemission
indexof 1016particlesper i kg fuelburnt wherera '-[Xal,Xa2] with
by the corridor traffic. A comparison with calculated
EI for emitted

soot indicates

that

the measured

CN in-

creasesin the aged plumes are only to a smaller fraction

dueto sootparticles.The measuredmeanCN/NO• ra-

Xal(t) -- Xalr q-ttal(t - tar)
X•2(t) -- X•2r+ U•2(t -- tar)

r•(t){

(14)

is the trackof the airliner. Here, [X•lr, x•2•] is the positio of 300 cm-3ppbv-1 in agedplumesalsoindicates tion of the airliner at the referencetime t•. The Falcon
a mean CN increasein the North Atlantic flight cor-

ridor of about30 cm-3 considering
typicalcalculated
large-scaleNO• increasesby air traffic in this area of

100 pptv [e.g.,Brasseuret al., 1996].This represents
a
marked perturbation of CN backgroundconcentrations
of about 100 to 300 cm -•.

The measured NO• plume concentrations compare
fairly well with N Ox enhancements computed with a
Gaussian plume model if horizontal and vertical diffusivities are used as derived by large-eddy simulation

path is describedthrough

xI2(t)
--xi2•
•(t)
- {X•l(t)
0 +ui2(t- ti•)

(15)

where[0,xf2r] is the Falconpositionat t - tf•. The
crosscondition between the plume and the Falcon track

rp(tm,to) - rf(tm)

(16)

[Diirbeckand Gerz,1995]andmeasurements
[Schumann determinesthe releaseand the crosstimes to and tm,
et al., 1995].
respectively.The solutionof this linear systemof equaThe simulated and measured distribution of NO• in

tions can be written in the followingform:

the corridoris very inhomogeneous.The spatial fraction

of sectionswith enhancedconcentrations(above 200
pptv in NO peaks)alongcross-corridor
tracksof about
400 km length is calculatedto be 4% during heavy traf-

to -- (detA)-1(b2A11
- blA21),
tm - (detA)-1(b1A22
- b2A12)

fic conditions. About 30% of the total NO• abundance

is confined in plumes along the cross-corridorroutes
during traffic peak hours. It would be difficult to identify an aircraft contribution to the ambient NO• abundance in the corridor region for observationtimes several hours after the major fraction of the corridor aircraft traffic has passedthe investigationarea for meteorological conditions where the exhaust plumes were
strongly spread horizontally and vertically.
Hence studies of large scale signaturesof air traffic
emissions,i.e., at the scale of the corridor, should focus

..........
0(t)
__o..........
Figure 7. Sketch of the notation used.

(17)
(18)
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neous chemiluminecence

with

A - (\uw2 Uwl
Ual--Uwl•
- uf2
ua•
uw•/

(19)

b -- Xf2r
- Xa2r
-JrUa2tar
- uf2tfr

(20)

The plume age is givenby rage-tm --tO.
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